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for this Eurvey, it was not to be found. Can any
of your correspondents say where it now is ?

J. L. J.
Conservative Club.

" BEACMONTAGDE."—At the Tay Bridge inquiry
here, frequent mention has been made of the filling
up of blow-holes, &c, in the columns of the bridge,
with a mixture which the moulders styled " beau-
montague." What is the origin of this word ?

*s ETYMON.
Dundee.

JAMES WILLIS OF SOPLET (1710-50).—Can
any one refer me to a history of Hants, Dorset, or
Wilts, in which he i3 mentioned ? He is alleged to
have lent large sums to the Government of his time.

W. C.

CALDERON DE LA BARCA.—Are there any other
English translations of Calderon's Dramatic Worlcs
besides Shelley's, Malcolm's, Oxenford's, Fitz-
gerald's, Archbishop Trench's, and McCarthy's?
If there are any, I shall be glad to know the names
of the translators, and the dates of publication.

DOBRANICH.
Paris, 30, Rue de Montholon.

A GOSPEL OAK.—Hollingsworth, in his History
of Stoivmarket, p. 16 (1844), says :—

"In these and Blill earlier times, when Christianity
was first introduced into England, it was customary to
select one known and gigantic tree as their place of
assemblage. Such trees have been always by tradition,
from the earliest times to the present day, called Gospel
oaks. But very few of them now are left to remind us
of the fargone past. There is one Buch Gospel oak still
remaining in the park of Polstead Hall. It stands
almost in front of the house, at a distance of about 150
yards, and close to the adjoining Early Norman church."
Is this tree still standing1? And are there any
more such trees in England, and where ?

E. T. L.

AMERICAN DIPLOMATIC UNIFORMS.—A veteran
diplomat informs me that at Brussels in 1825, Mr.
Hughes, the American minister accredited to the
King of the Belgians, wore a uniform in every re-
spect similar to that worn by other members of
the diplomatic body. I therefore am induced to
inquire when, and for what reason, American
diplomats abandoned their uniform in favour of
the tail-coat and white necktie now in vogue.

RICHARD EDGCUJIBE.
Slone Hall, Plymouth.
THE EARLT HISTORT OF NELL GWTNNE.—

Peter Cunningham, in his Handbook of London,
quotes from the Domestic Intelligencer, August 5J
1679, a brief account of the death of " Madame
Ellen Gwyn's mother," who was living at that time
near the " Neate Houses," at Chelsea. An exten-
sive district there, now forming part of Pimlico
rather than Chelsea, was, as Strype informs us, one

of the localties where the early London gardeners
raised produce for the market. Was the home of
the Gwynnes originally in this neighbourhood ? If
so, possibly pretty Nell was led to the neighbourhood
of Drury Lane, in the first instance, by her occu-
pation as a fruit-seller. The " Cock and Pie," in
that lane, where once she lodged, has ceased to be
a tavern, but the house may yet be inspected; it is
close to the southern termination of Drury Lane,
I believe, and threatened with speedy demolition.

. J. R. S. C.

" T H E OXFORD QUARTERLY MAGAZINE."—A
periodical thus named waspublished in 1825 (Oxford,
Talboys & Wheeler ; London, Pickering). Who-
was the editor ? There are poetic pieces in the
Magazine,- having the signatures S. G. E., J. S.,
and M. I. R. INGLIS.

SOUTH DEVON LEGENDS.—Believing that there
is a legend connected with Babbicombe South, and
also a legend connected with Horseman's Steps, afc
the foot of Lustleigh Cleave, South Devon, I should
be glad if any of your correspondents would give-
me information on the subject.

A. P. ALLSOPP.

" T H E SCRIBBLER."—Was a weekly periodical
ever issued under this appellation; and, if so, who-
was its author or editor? Amongst some old
family papers, I find a roll of such in manuscript,
though the series is not quite complete. The last
is " No. 34 ; July 14, 1722," and appears to have-
formed the concluding number. M. D. K.

SCOWLES, SCARLES = SCORIA ? — At p. 9 of
Wright's Wanderings of an Antiquary, a farm-
house near Coleford, known as " Scowles Farm,"
is said to have derived its name " from Roman
iron mines around, which are known by the popular
appellation of ' scowles,' a name which" the writer
"cannot explain." In this district we have the-
word " scarles" for the refuse or sconce of iron.
Are the two words scowles and scarles the same,
and both derived from scoria ? Perhaps some of
your learned correspondents will enlighten me.

R. B.
South Shields.

COWLEY AT BATTERSEA.—When Cowley grew
tired of the Court he took a house, first at Batter-
sea, then at Barnes, then at Chertsey. Is there any
record of the whereabouts of his house at Batter-
sea ? It was then a rural spot of some interest, in,
the midst of market gardens, and Lammas land,
and the estate of the St. Johns. C. A. WARD.

Mayfair.
BERGUSDICIUS AND HEEREBOORD. —What

known of them ? I have a Latin school^
logic, printed at Utrecht cio ioc LXXXU
this to be 1689, with which the r~~^
book corresponds.!


